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Damon & Naomi In the 21st Century
Notes by Jenn and Liz Pelly

“It’s the turn of the century / which way you going to go?”
 — Damon & Naomi “Turn of the Century” (1998)

Jenn: Yoko Ono once wrote on Twitter that “Life is about 
focusing and balancing. If you focus and lose your bal-
ance, you fall. If you balance and lose your focus, you 
die.” I have never forgotten this, though I am always ne-
gotiating it. I search for ways to cope with the muchness 
of the world. I put enough credence into “balance” to bear 
it, but I keep my grip on the thread like it’s life or 
death. I search for a center without losing my head. 

When I listen to Damon & Naomi, I hear balance and focus 
at the same time. In their acoustic dream pop, inspired 
by poised English folk, I hear composure and also 
intensity; delicacy and also rigor; a hushed quality 
as well as strength, which is to say stoicism. I hear 
grace and what makes grace so emotionally necessary. 
Theirs are magic-hour songs, pushing the dualities of our 
emotional lives into stark relief.

Liz:  These songs come from the four records Damon & Naomi
made over the first 15 years of the new millenium: 
2005’s The Earth Is Blue, which the Boston Phoenix called 
their “first pop album”; 2007’s Within These Walls, which 
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Damon called their “sad concept album”; 2011’s False Beats 
and True Hearts; and the 2015 film soundtrack Fortune. I’m 
realizing now that The Earth Is Blue is such an appropriate 
title for what Damon & Naomi’s music, voices, and poetry 
conjure. They have always evoked a soft blue for me. Do you 
see any colors when you listen to these songs?

Jenn: Some shade of blue, or maybe a slate gray. For me, the
tenor of these songs kind of eclipses real life: I don’t 
feel like I am listening to “A Second Life” so much as I 
am meeting it half way, existing inside of it, maybe be-
cause there is so much space, maybe because it is so calm 
and measured, maybe because it feels passionate and muted 
at the same time, like I often do myself. I am with Damon & 
Naomi, reckoning with the frayed edges of human relation-
ships, with illusions and delusions. Could I find my way to 
who you truly are, or is it just a dream? [...] Do you ever 
wonder why your reasons don’t make sense at all? Does the 
weight of time trouble you, or the darkness? People are un-
dertaking the sometimes perilous task of understanding one 
another. A light cracks through right as Naomi elegantly 
sings that last line. There is a collectedness in it, which 
I am always striving for. I find the clarity of it to be 
profoundly comforting, do you agree?

Liz:  It’s music that makes time stop, or stretch, or slow down.
Songs where the ticking clock is not met with pure anxiety: 
Dreams fall, tumble down the years / But up the stars high-
er than our fears / Time won’t hold me, time won’t own me. 
I also keep coming back to this line in “What She Brings,” 
where Damon & Naomi sing longingly about the promise of the 
ash of time pressed in rhyme smooth as stone; the allure of 
burning the past, or just distilling it into a meditation 
and moving on. 

Jenn: Everything Damon & Naomi make, together and individually,
feels timeless to me — Time won’t hold me / Time won’t own 
me — but that sensibility is so strong in these thinking, 
dreaming, wandering songs. There are so many classic imag-
es, too: A statuette, a cigarette, the smoke of time well 
spent. It’s like film. In some sense, these pristine songs 
all feel like odes to an artist’s life, to carving your 
own uncertain path: Songs about talking all night, songs 
about reading and writing books, songs about adventures, 
about transformation, about other worlds. Songs about a 
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hillside park filled with trash in Helsinki, about a train 
station in Tokyo and whiskey and a noirish, sinking feel-
ing where the only shadow of home is rain. These gentle 
songs make me curious. They make me want to see what else 
the world might have to offer beyond what I know. They 
make me want to chase ecstatic inspirations as far as they 
go. Really I feel like there is a whole approach to life 
in these songs, a life spent in devoted pursuit of ideas 
and experience and art and poetry, and people and places 
and solitude and memory, and more to the point aliveness 
itself.

Liz:  I admire the sense of mystery in these songs, and how that
seems to allow for the unpacking of interior life with a 
respectful distance. I keep coming back to this quote from 
an Austin Chronicle interview with Damon around the re-
lease of Within these Walls, the album where “The Well,” 
“Lilac Land,” and “The Turnaround” originally appeared, in 
2007, at which point Damon & Naomi had been making music 
together for 20 years: 

The songs are written from a very interior point of view. 
We actually had our release party in our living room. This 
record is about opening up doors though, so it seemed like 
an appropriate thing to do... It’s been really difficult 
for us to release it because there are a lot of private 
things in there. When Naomi and I are putting songs to-
gether, we’re alone. It’s a weird thing to take what 
you’ve done together for each other and then put it out 
into the world as this public artifact. The moment when 
that happens is always pretty difficult.

Jenn: To me, there’s a heaviness to Damon & Naomi’s music
despite how subdued it is. It doesn’t surprise me at all 
that 12 years ago they toured with Japanese doom icons 
Boris, for example. I like what Damon once said about that 
pairing: “They’re not afraid to play slowly or let things 
change slowly in the music; they allow a sound time, and 
space, to be fully heard. We do that at a very low volume, 
but they do it with their amps turned all the way up.” 

I was recently reading an excerpt of John Cage’s prose 
poem text Composition in Retrospect, finished shortly be-
fore his death in 1992, and published by Damon & Naomi on 
their press Exact Change in 1993. Some lines that stuck 
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out to me: “THE PRACTICALITY OF CHANGING SOCIETY DERIVES 
FROM THE POSSIBILITY OF CHANGING THE MIND”; “NON-MEASURED 
TIME”; “PROCESS INSTEAD OF OBJECT”; “A NEED FOR POETRY.” 
I feel Cage’s ideas reflected in these songs — in how they 
steady me and push me at once, in how time seems to stop, 
in their completely poetic voice — do you?

Liz:  “Steadying” is a good way to put it — grace balanced with
conviction, patience with curiosity. “Process Instead of 
Object” reminds me of this exchange from a 2004 interview 
in The Wire:

DK: We’ve always had that gap between the reality and what 
we’re playing in our heads. You reach for things that you 
know you can’t do, but you reach for them anyway, and I 
think sometimes happy accidents fall out. I think there’s 
a lot of illusion necessary to get yourself up on stage 
at least if you have the kind of self-doubt that Naomi 
and I carry with us as performers... you can reach past 
your ability all the time, and I think what you come up 
with is not what you were dreaming about, but you come up 
with something else that you needed the dream to come into 
existence.

NY: There’s a tradition of that in lots of arts, people 
painting and they think they’re painting one thing and it’s 
not at all, but it’s something in and of itself. It’s a way 
to actually do something.

Jenn: Exactly. Art is a process as is life; we learn as we go.
I think that is why this lyric affects me so much: The sky 
looked down and took my temperature / My time was mine to 
begin again. The process is circular, and we’re always 
looping back to the start, towards a new idea, towards the 
next phase. That’s what Damon & Naomi In the 21st Century 
documents: They keep going, finding the way with each 
arresting song.


